
A Marxian View 
of Social Justice



Public Service Announcement:
Today is Friday



Talking about race and racism
and(?)

Talking about capitalism



The lack of diversity in 
astronomy is due to racism

Solving the problem of racism 
in America requires a critical 
examination of capitalism

OMG! So insightful! 

Tell us more!

Let’s fix it!



Scientists
Objective, not subjective

Dispassionate, never emotional
Logical vs. ideological 





Identity



theoatmeal.com/comics/believe



Science and 
Structural Analysis

Systems-Based Analysis



How does that 
star shine?

How does that 
star shine?







Social Justice and 
Structural Analysis

Systems-Based Analysis



US Astronomy Racial Demographics



“Race is a social construct.”



This is a construct



Why was race constructed?



How does our economic system work?

A Marxian Analytical Framework



Marx’s Labor Theory of Profit
Capital Investment

Money Used for:

Fixed Capital Labor Capital



Fixed Capital Value

Marx’s Labor Theory of Profit
Buying up auto parts and 
assembly machines does 
not lead to profit



Fixed Capital

Value

Marx’s Labor Theory of Profit

Labor Capital



Fixed Capital

Marx’s Labor Theory of Profit

Labor Capital

$20/hr

$100/hr
Value

> $120/hr



8 Hour 
Work Day

Socially Necessary
Labor Time
(~3 hours)

Surplus 
Labor Time
(~5 hours)

Produces profit and wealth for capitalists

Produces value necessary for the worker to 
meet their basic needs/wants



Labor produces 
surplus value (profits)

“Working Class”

Capitalists (Billionaires)
appropriate and 

distribute surplus value

“Ownership Class”

Capitalist Class Structure

Wealth is not, and cannot be 
distributed equally between 
these two groups. 

Inequality and inequity are 
built in; features, not bugs. 



Why was race constructed?



A Market Economy and its 
Incentive Scheme

Maximize
Gain Upon

Sale

Minimize
Input Costs

 (a.k.a the profit motive)



Slave labor (labor-cost minimization) 
was first African and European



Bacon’s 
Rebellion



Stono Rebellion 





Order of Operations
Races existed first, followed by racial oppression



Races existed first, followed by racial oppression

Oppression existed first, followed by the ideology of race

Order of Operations





Race was constructed...
● ...as a way of rationalizing slavery in the “land of the 

free”

● ...to divide the labor force (free whites as distinct from 
Black slaves)

● ...to placate poor white citizens (the wages of 
whiteness)



But why does racism persist?



Lower 
Class

Middle
Class

Upper
Class

Wealth

Wealth
Percentile50th 99th



Lower 
Class

Middle
Class

Upper
Class

log10(Wealth)

Wealth
Percentile50th 99th



Lower 
Class

Middle(?)
Class

Upper
Class

Wealth

Wealth
Percentile50th 99th

Income inequality, y’all!



Wealth

Wealth
Percentile50th 97th

Black and Brown 
Folks
(Permanent Lower Class)

White Folks
(“Middle Class”)

10x



Wealth

Wealth
Percentile50th 99th



Wealth

Wealth
Percentile50th 97th

Black and Brown 
Folks

White Folks



Systemic Racism



What is racism?
Racism is the ordering of society such that white 
people have superior life outcomes compared to 
those of people of color.

What is race?
Race is the ideology for why society is ordered this way.



Systemic Racism

● Most manifestations of racism are economic in nature

● Capitalism is a system in which inequality is built in

● Inequality drives a capitalist society and is leveraged to 
create more profit

● The “E” in “EIJC” cannot be achieved within a capitalist 
framework



This is a social construct



Undocumented humans:
Work for less pay
Have lower job security
No access to legal redress of abuse
Face the threat of deportation for resistance 





Black America as “Shock Absorbers”







The New Jim Crow as a solution to
Surplus Labor



Two birds, one stone!



Manifestations of racism in Astro
Both an emergent phenomenon and passive acceptance of normalcy



Myth:

Science Society



Reality:

Society

Science

(Not to scale)



Consequences of Racism for Science



Consequences of Racism for Science

Solution to the 
final parcec problem



Explanation of  nature 
of dark energy



Consequences of Racism for Science

Discoverer of confirmed 
extrasolar biosignatures



Take-away point:

● You need to be a Marxist to fight racism



Take-away point:

● You need to be a Marxist to fight racism
● Marxist theory provides a framework for 

critical examination of the system of 
capitalism (our socio-economic system)



So...what can I do?
● Learn and unlearn
● Investigate why we talk about diversity, rather than 

talking about the structure
● Seriously, be comfortable with the idea that you have a 

lot to learn and unlearn
● Two approaches: outward vs inward
● Once you’ve done the background reading, the ways in 

which you can take action will become apparent 











Thank you




